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ABSTRACT

SUBSETS OF pX

A cbaracterizar.ion of remote points in BR is given by means of prime z:filters
and is generalized to z-filters on arbitrary completely regular Hausdorff
spaces X and to subsets of BX.

L Intrortuction. An interesting topological feature of the Stone-iech compac-
tification BR of the real line is the existence of a remote point in BR, i.e., a point
not in the closure of any discrete subset of R. other chaructetjzations and proper-
ties of remote points are given in [1], [6], [z] and [g]. The existence of remote
points in BR has been demonstrated, assuming the continuum hypothesis, in [11
and in [8]. The present paper was motiyated by the following characteization of
remote points.'

Trronnu. A prime z-filter g on R has the property that for euery z e g
there exists Weg such that W c int Z if anit only if g :,trp for same remote
point p in BR..

The proof will be given in Section 2.For terminology and notation see [2];
we use ,.d{p and 0p to denote the z-filters zlMI and zlol. we generali zr, the
property of the theorem to an arbitrary completely regular Hausdorff space x as
follows.

DnrrNruoN. A z-filter g on x will be cafled round if for every z e g there is
We 9 and. a cozero-set S in X such that W c S c Z.

The term "round" is borrowed from [5]. It is used in [10] in connection with
proximity spaces. In fact, round z-filters are just the intersections with z(x) of
the round filters on x with respect to the proximity induced by fix.In the case
of the real line, every open set is a cozero-set, so our condition reduces to that of
the theorem above.
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The basic properties of round z-filters will be obtained in Section 3. Round
subsets of pX are introduced in Section 4; they are related to an interesting class of
roundz-filters. Insection5wefindthatevery Goin BX that does not meet x is a
round subset of BX , and we relate this result to the family of continuous functions
with compact support.

2. Round prime z-filters on the real line. In the proof of the theorem stated in
the introduction we shall need some results from [6] which we restate in the
first two lemmas below.

Lnruua 2.1. A prime z'firter on R is minimal if and only if each of its
members has nonempty interior. [6, Theorem g.1].

Lnwu' 2.2. A point p in fR is a remote point if and onry if the z-urtrafirter
u{/P is a minimal prime z-filter. (part of [6, Theorem 11.2])

Lemma 2.1 shows that a nonminimal prime e-filter on R has a nowhere dense
member. we shall also need the following stronger result. we use the symbol
c to denote proper inclusion.

LBm'a 2.3. If g and g are prime z-firters on R with g c. g, then there exists
ZeQ such that bdry Zeg.

Proof. Since 9 is nonminimar, we may choose a nowhere dense Feg. By
enlarging F slightly if necessary (e.g., by adjoining the integers), we may assume
tfrat all the components of R - F are bounded. Let u be the union of all the left
open thirds of these components, and y of the right. since cl u contains the set
of left endpoints, which is dense in d we have Fccl(J, and similarly for v.
Let Z and wbe the comprements of u and zin R. Since u and zare disjoint,
we have zv w : R. say zeg. Since F c cl(R - Z), we have F nz cbdry z
and hence bdry ZeZ.

The proof also shows that on the real line every nowhere dense set is regularly
nowhere dense in the sense of [3]. (The author wishes to thank Jack R. porter
for this remark and arso for a simprification included in the above proof.),

Tnnonru 2.4. A prime z-fitter g on R is round if and only if g :.Ap for
some remote point p in BR.

Proof. Let g be round. Suppose g cg for some (prime) z-firter g. choose
Z e 9 suchthat bdry Z e g andchoose w e g such that ra c int z. Then gcontains
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the disjoint sets rzand bdry z,whichis absurd. Hence g is az_ultrafilter and9 : ,.y'lp for some p e p'.. Since g is clearly minimal, p is a remote point.
conversely, let g: u/{pfor a remote point p. Let Zeg. since gis minimal,

bdry zf g. Thus' since g is a z-ultrafilter, there is F eg with F fi bdry z: @.Hence W:FoZcintZ.
3. Round z-firters. In this section we develop the basic properties of round

z-filters. An auxiliary resurt is the determination in Theorem 3i of the z_filters
on X with a prescribed set of cluster points in BX.

Drrnurro*. For any z'fiIter F on x, we denote by Fo the family of a, zero-
sets Zin X such that there is a member I4of F and a cozero-set sin x such thatWcScZ.

Lruua 3.1. For any z-filter F, the family go is a round zfilter; F is
round if and only if F : Fo.

Proof. It is easy to verify that Fo is a z-filter. I-et z e Fo and choose r(e g
and a cozero-set ssuch thatw c,S cZ. since wand X- s are disjointzero-sets,
they are completely separated. Hence by L2,1.15(a)] there is a zero-set F and a
cozero-set ?such that lA c ?cFcSc Z,Hence FeTo; this shows that go
is round. The last statement is clear.

We adapt the notation of 12,7Ol to z_filters as follows.
DeFrNrrroN. For any z-filter F on x, we denote by 0(F) the set of all cluster

points of F in'fX. That is,

0(g) : Ar.s,clpxZ : {p e BX : g -.4r}.
Every nonempty closed subset A of BX is of the form 0(F); for exampre, we

may take g : {Z e Z(X): A c clu"Z} : Ao. 4..dp.
The following useful result arises in the proof of lZ, 7O.4.
Lrma 3.2. If F is any z-firter on x and z is a zero-set in x such that

clp*z is a neighborhood of 0(F), then there exists weg such that crpyz is a
neighborhood of clpyW.

Proof. The family of all sets of the form erpxry, where I(e F,is crosed under
finite intersection and has intersection 0(F). since 0(F) n(fix -into*crpxz) : a,by compactness there is We g such that clpx W n (fiX _ int,'ct)*21: 6.

Tneonrr{ 3'3' If F is any z-firter on x, the folrowing are equiuarent.
(a) g is q round z-filter.
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(b) For euery Zefr there is WeF such that cl.xz is a neighborhood of
clpxW.

(c) For any pePX, g e-tp implies I c9p.

(d) For euery ZeF, clpyZ is a neighborhood of 0(9).
Proof. (a) is equivalent to (b) by 12, 1.LE.
(b) implies (c). If ZeF and 17 is chosen as in (b), then We./{p; hence

peclBxW, clBxZ is a neighborhood of p, and Ze0p-

(c) implies (d). If pe)(F), then F ="/4p; hence Fc0p and clpyZ is a

neighborhood of p.

(d) implies (b). Lemma 3.2.

We now determine which z-filters on X have a prescribed set of cluster points

in BX. The lemma below extends [2, 7H.1]. The theorem generalizes 12,7.13f;
the necessity is 12, 7O.2f.

Lnrnral 3.4. Any closed subset A of BX hqs a base of neighborhoods of the

form clpyZ with ZeZ(X).

Proof. If U is any open neighborhood of A in BX, then A and BX - U arc

completely separated. Hence there is a zero-set-neighborhood W of A in BX with

W c U. Put Z: W .'X. Then ZeZ(X) and clpTZ is clearly a neighborhood

of A that is contained in U.

TnsoREr,I 3.5. Let A be any closed subset of PX. For any z'filter F on X, we

haue 0(fr):A if and only if ie.a9e c g c An.4trp-

Proof. I-et e(g) : A. lf Z e .'o, tTp then c7plxZ is a neighbo rhood of 0(F).

Thus by Lemma 3.2 therc is We F such that clpyZ contains clpxW ; hence W c Z

and so Z e 9. Conversely, we clearly have A c 0(g),By kmma 3.4, 0(Ae. aOp)

: A and hence 0(9) c A.

By means of the next two results we completely characterize round z-filters in

terms of intersections of the z-filterc 0p.

Tnnonurt 3.6. For any z-filter I on X,we haoe Fo : Ap.s1r10p.

Proof. ZeFo if and only if there is WeF such that W cS sZ for some

cozero-set S in X; equivalently by 12, 7 .14f, such that clpyZ is a neighborhood of

alpllV, Nso, ZeAp.s1r10p if and only if clpyZ is a neighborhood of 0(F);

equivalently by Lemma 3.2, a neighborhood of clpyWfor some W efr-
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TlrEoRIM 3.7. If g is a round zfilter on X, then gF : froEet. rTe. Conaersely,if A is ctny nonempty crosed subset of px, then ..r.eop 
is a round z-firter; theseare distinct for distinct closed sets A.

Proof. The first statement forlows from Lemma 3.1 and the last theorem.Now let Abe a nonempty crosed subset of Bx and put F : ,'n.t,e. By Theorem3'5' 0(g) : A and hence fr is round by Theorem 3.3(d). The rast ,r",.-."r-"ir"follows from Theorem 3.5.

conor'r^nv 3'g' A --+ ^,or4(tp is a one-one order-reuersing correspon'ence
between the nonempty crosed subsets of px and the ,ourd 

"Jprrcr, 
;;- ;.- 

"--

conor,r,anv 3.9. A round z-firter is a z-firter that is minimar with respect toits set of cluster points.

rf 9 is a prime z-firter, then 0(g) has just one point; hence every round prime
filter is @p for some p e f x.since on the real line op is prime if and only if p is aremote point in BR [6, Theorem 11.2], this provides another proof of Theorem2'4' Altetnatively, Theorem 3.3(c) could be used. However,Lemma 2.3 and. thedirect proof given in section 2are of independent interest and do not require the
stronger result from [6] that if 0 pis prime then p is a remote point. In fact, section2 and Theorem 3.7 provide another proof of this result.

4. Rounil subsets of pX. Lemma 2.2 shows that p is a remote point in BRif and only if ,.dp:0p, i.e., for atny ZeZ(R), if clp*Z contains p, thenit is a
neighborhood of p. In Section 2 we found the relation between remote points
and round prime z-filters. we now genetalize the above charactenzation of, remote
points, obtaining a crass of subsets of BX which is related to a larger class ofround z-filters,

DrnrNrrroN. A subset A of Bx win be calred a round subset of FX if for any
7 eZ(x), if clpvz contains A, then it is a neighborhoo d, of A.

we collect in the next theorem some immediate properties of round subsets.

Turonru 4.1. Let Ac frX.
(a) A is a round subset of BX if and only if Ao.al/p:Ap,t0p .
(b) If cluyA is a round subset of pX, then A is also round.
(c) Euery open subset of pX is round.
(d) Any union of rounil subsets of fX is also round.
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Trnonru 4.2. For any nonempty closed subset A of BX, the following are

equiualent.

(a) A is a round subset of pX.

(b) ')ee2..r'lp is a rounil z-filter.

(c) no.atr P: (\p.toP.

(d) There is a unique z-filter fr on X such that 0(9): a.

Proof. (a) implies (b). We apply Theorem 3.3(d). Since ,4 is closed,

O(')r.*fte):r4. For eyery ZeAprrfrp, clpyZ contains ,4., and is hence a

neighborhood of A. Thus f\n.,r.4p is a round z-filter.
(b) implies (c). Since 0(Ao.atre):,,4, this follows from Theorem 3.7.

(c) implies (a). Theorem aJ@).

(c) and (d) are equivalent by Theorem 3.5.

Exnuplr 4.3. Let X be connected and let Z be any proper zero-set in X with
nonempty interior. Let A be the interior of clpyZ and let B be the plosure of ,4..

Since.l is open, it is a round subset of BX. Since BX is connected, ,4 is not closed.

Hence clpyZ contains B but is not a neighborhood of B. Thus the closure of a

round subset of BX need not be round; i.e., the converse of Theorem 4.1(b) is not

true. We also have Ar.t0p t' Ap.60p, whereas the corresponding z-filters

using,,,{/e are equal for any A-PX and any X. Furthermore, (]'o.rtrP is not
round, since it is equal to An.etrp which is not round by Theorem 4.2. Thus the

hypothesisthat.Ais closed in Theorem a.2((a) implies (b)) may not be removed.

Since -4 is round, we have Ao.4trp: f'p.t9p and hence we see that Aort0p
is not round. Thus the hypothesis that .4 is closed in the second part of Theorem

3.7 may not be removed, even if ,,4 is round. Also, the intersection of a family of
round z-filters need not be round.

5. f,'unctions with compact support. Theorem 8.19 of [2] (see also [9]) shows

that when X is realcompact, the intersection of all the free maximal ideals in
C(X) is the family C*(X) of all functions with compact support. This proferty

of a realcompact space may be restated in terms of round subsets of BX. For

any space X, 12,7E] shows that C*(X): Ap.px-xOp. Thus the following is
immediate.

Trnonsl\,I 5.1. The intersection of all the free maximal ideals in C(X) is the

famity C*(X) of all functions with compact support if and only if BX * X is a

round subset of fiX.
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Thus [2, 8.19] says that if x is realcompact, then px - x is a round subset of,
Bx. This will be generalized in Theorem 5.3 below. we first state a well-known
lemma.

Lruul 5.2. The following are equiualent.
(a) X is realcompact.

(b) PX - X is a union of zero-sets in frX.
(c) fX - X is a union of Gu-sets in BX.

Proof. (a) implies (b). If p e px - x then M* pcontains 
a unit of c 12,7.9(b)1,

i.e., there is f e C*(X) such that p e Z(f\ and. ZQfP) c. pX - X.
(b) implies (c). Triviat.
(c) implies (a). The complement of a G5 is an F", hence (in the compact space

fx) o-compact and thus realcompact. Hence x is an intersection of realcompact
subspaces of PX, and thus by Theorem 8.9 of [2] is itself rearcompact.

Tnronurt 5.3. For any space x, euery Go in BX that does not meet x is a
round subset of BX.

Proof. It follows from the lemma that if a subset of BX does not meet x and
is a union of Gu-sets, then it is a union of zero-sets. Thus, since the family of
round subsets of BX is closed under arbitrary unions, it suffices to prove rhe
theorem in the case of a zero-set w in BX that does not meet x. r.et w c clpxz
for some ZeZ(X). Put ?: pX - W, choose/e C(FX) so that W:Z(f),and put
h:llf on r' Suppose lzmeets clpx(X -z).Then ft, which is continuous on I
is unbounded on x - z; thus x - z contains a noncompact set s that is c-
embedded and closed in T12,1.20].Thus s is c-embedded in X and is thus comple-
tely separated in X from the zero-set z lz,l.rsf; hence s and Z have disjoint
closures in Bx. since s is closed in T but not compact we may choose
peclpvs - T. Thus pewbut pf clBxz, contradicting our assumption concerning
Z. It follows that W nclpx(X - Z) : @. Thas W c pX - cloT(X - Z) c clpxZ
and clpyZ is a neighborhood of W.Hence Wis a round subset of BX.

Conor,L.c,Ry 5.4. For any space X, BX - oX is a round subset of pX.

Proof. Put Y : ux. Then Y is realcompact, so py - y is a union of Gr-sets
in BY : PX. Since these Gu-sets do not meet x, they are round subsets of BX,
and hence their union pX - vX is also a round subset of BX.

Conor.r..qny 5.5.12, Theorem B.I9). If X is realcompact, then pX - X is a
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round subiset of fX; i.e,, the intersection of all the free maximal id.eals in C(X)
is the family Cx(X) of all functions with compact support.

It is shown in [4, 3.9] that if X is a P-space, then the intersection of the free

maximal ideals in C(X) is the family of functions with compact support. This

result may be extended as follows.

Trnonnu 5.6. X is a P-space if and only if every subset of PX is round.

Proof. X is a P-space if and only if .Mp:0p for all pe PX 12, 7L.lf; the

result thus follows from Theorem aJ@).

Ex.qIrrpr.n 5.7. For any peBR- R, it is clear that {p} is a round subset of
BR if and only if p is a remote point in BR. Under the continuum hypothesis,

the set F of remote points in BR is dense in BR - R ([1, 2.5] or [8, 5.4]). Hence

every (round) open subset of BR that meets BR - R contains a remote point,

However, not every round subset of BR that meets pR - R contains a remote

point. For example, the set A of points in BR - R that are not remote points in

BR is also dense in BR - R [1, 3.3]. By Corollary 5.5, clr*A : fR - R is a
round subset of BR. Hence A is a round subset of BR but A contains no remote

point.
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